
Antingham & Southrepps Homework Challenges (Stephen Hawking Class)                                                Spring Term 2024 
               

You can do the challenges in any order. You can only do each challenge once and can only hand in a maximum of 2 per week. Completed homework 
challenges get you dojo points and will be kept by your class teacher.  
 

Task 1  
Reading 

Choose your favourite book at 

home and bring it into school on 

the 9th of February to tell the 

class about. Also, ensure you are 

reading every day at home. 

Task 2  

Writing 

Create 2 characters and write a 

story about them going on an 

adventure. Make sure you use 

descriptive language and direct 

speech. 

Task 3 

Phonics/Spelling 

Children who do RWI Phonics 

please collect a sound card poster 

to practice at home. Children who 

do guided reading please 

complete the spellings practice 

sheets. 

Task 4  

Maths 

KS1 – Explore your house and find 

objects to measure. Measure in cm 

(Y2), objects e.g. pencils, blocks or 

coins (Y1). 

KS2 – Choose one of your times 

tables each week and practice on 

either TTRS or on paper. 

Task 5 

RE 

Research what prayer means to 

Christians and how some 

Christians pray. A useful website 

is The Church of England. 

Task 6 

Science 

Create a recording table of 

materials, e.g. metal, plastic, 

wood etc. Walk around your house 

and sort the objects you find by 

the material they are made from. 

Task 7 

French 

Draw an object and label the 

colours of the object in French.  

 

Task 8  

History 

Choose a famous explorer (Neil 

Armstrong, Christopher Columbus, 

etc.) and draw a picture of them. 

Y2/3 – then write about where 

they explored. 

Task 9  

Geography 

Draw a map of a coastal town. 

Use a key to label the main 

human and physical features of 

that place. 

Task 10  
PE & Sports 

Create your own ball game that 

uses the skills of sending and 

receiving either with your feet or 

your hands. Either video or write 

down the instructions. 

Task 11  

Computing 

Create a maze for a robot to travel 

through and write out a set of 

instructions (an algorithm) for the 

directions it needs to go to get 

out. 

Task12  

Music 

Choose a piece of music and 

write about the speed (quick/ 

slow), volume (loud/ quiet) and 

the sound (high/ low). 

Task 13  
Design & Technology 

Design a place to live. Label the 
materials that you would use. Y3 – 
why would those materials be most 
suitable? 

Task 14  
Art & Design 

Create your own version of 

Takashi Murakami’s “such cute 

flowers” artwork.  

Task 15  

RSHE 

Create a picture of the important 

people in your life and the other 

relationships you have. 

Task 16 
Value 

Think about how you can show our 
values of honesty and patience, in 
your daily life. How can you show 
these values to others? 
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